
Overview

We fi nd many clients warmly referring back to ‘the 
good old days’ when they had the benefi t of an IBM 
Systems Engineer onsite. As a statement of RSM's 
commitment to the industry and with the aim of 
providing an even better service to our valued clients, 
we are pleased to announce the re-introduction of 
the onsite SE role. 

An experienced mainframe consultant with over 25 
years’ industry experience: maintaining; optimising; 
securing; leveraging; upgrading; migrating; justifying 
etc. Helping advise you, he or she can call upon the 
expertise of any member of RSM Partners’ widely 
experienced technical team, now numbering more 
than 60 senior specialists.

An experienced, friendly consultant, advising and helping you with all your 
mainframe challenges 

The RSM Systems Engineer 
Re-introducing the much loved IBM SE Role

www.rsmpartners.com



RSM Partners is uniquely focused on mainframe expertise, software and services. 
Focusing solely on the IBM Mainframe platform, RSM works with many of the world’s 
largest organisations - spanning financial, retail, utility, government and services. 
No other partner can offer you the same mix of in depth mainframe knowledge and 
hands-on experience, all delivered reliably, flexibly and with agility. The RSM Partners 
name is widely regarded for the value we bring and recognised at the highest levels 
within IBM. 

We look forward to being of service to you. 
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To find out more about these and other RSM Partners services,  
call +44 (0) 1527 837767 or visit www.rsmpartners.com

Purpose

The RSM SE role will act as trusted counsel: 
sharing industry and technical experiences on all 
aspects of the mainframe; advising on strategies 
deployed by similar organisations; helping you 
resolve any issues you may have; and being your 
first point of contact for any technical queries.

Typical activities may include:

 y Exploring technical and business 
requirements, advising on best possible 
solutions (vendor independent)

 y Discussing similar projects previously 
delivered elsewhere, by way of case 
studies, leveraging both RSM and 
personal experience

 y Delivering industry and technical news 
updates and announcements: upcoming 
product releases; implications of 
upgrading, etc.

 y Assisting with future proofing your 
mainframe resources and staff training

 y Cost saving strategies

 y Acting as an interface between your 
organisation, RSM and other partners
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